What Is the Circular Theory?
Zero and one is circumference and diameter. Literally. And, figuratively.

Circularity
We’re living on the circumference of a circle. We all know this. It’s proven by the horizon (weather, water,
waves). Thus, it’s easy to forget.
This means we share a circle with a circle (zero and one is circumference and diameter). Nothing more.
Or less. Explaining why, and how, 50–50 is the basis (point) for ‘everything.’ Why opposites ‘attract,’ and,
then, down-the-road, most definitely, must, ‘repel.’
It, also, means, there is a circular relationship between the abstract and concrete (mind and matter).
Meaning, if we choose to ‘understand it,’ or, not, ‘pi’ controls (what a human labels and experiences as)
‘reality.’

Complementarity
It means there is a circular relationship between (and around) any X and-or Y (X and X’, X and X). And, this
is something all of us take for granted. The core ‘assumption’ in (what a human labels) ‘reality.’
Meaning the number ‘two’ is the core assumption we use for everything.

Circularity explains the universe. A universe. Multiple universes. Starting, and, ending, with the universe
called ‘mind’ (universal mind). Explaining universality in general (why each ‘one’ of us is in our own
‘universe’) (why, and how, we can communicate with an ‘other’ ‘one,’ who is, also, in its own ‘universe’).
This is because there is a (mandatory, forced, easily observed and established) circular relationship
between mind and matter (abstract and concrete). Meaning, everything around ‘you,’ is outside of ‘you,’
and, also, inside of ‘you.’ A natural oxymoron, contradiction.
It looks like this:

Zero and one. Circumference and diameter. X and Y. Mind and matter. Oxymoron. Contradiction.

Relativity
Where all parts of this diagram articulate the number ‘two.’ Cosmologists call it radiation, rotation,
revolution. Einstein called it ‘relativity.’ Biologists call it reproduction. Humans call it sex. Ancient people
called it yin and yang. Modern people call it zero and one.
This gives us the basis for technology. Information. Data. Strings of characters. The manipulations of
strings of characters (if zero, then one, and, always vice versa).
X and Y are joined and, also, separated, by a circle. Meaning pi is the correct name for what a human
experiences as mind (mathematical description for observation). Pi as the background state for
everything.

Pi. (Complementary Identity)

Representationality
We turn our observations into symbols (as above) because the symbol is a realistic interpretation of a
circular reality. Meaning, we can’t have a symbol without a line, and the line is always both diameter and
circumference of a circle. (Forcing us to realize a circle between us and the symbol turns both ‘us’ and the
‘symbol’ into a circle; refer, again, to the diagram above). (Only a circle can circle.)
Circularity is confusing. At first. The diagram above explains (and exposes) it. Calling into question
conventional ideas about mathematics (and the role mathematics plays in reality).
However, we can’t escape mathematics (as proven by music). Zero and one is X and Y (male and female,
diameter and circumference), a basic two-state system which controls, and defines (and also, defends),
everything. (Also, known as ‘sex.’)

Sex. (X and Y) (O and 1) (M and F)

Duality
It takes some time to notice. Or, just remember. You are standing on a circumference, meaning, you
cannot escape, or avoid circumference (zero) (and-or one). You share a circle with circumference
(meaning, whether you want to know about it or not, you are a circumference yourself). Zero is
circumference. As is (any) ‘one.’
This explains arguments, duplicity, duality, redundancy, fungibility, and reproduction, which are strings of
characters defined, and explained by (reducing and expanding to) a zero and a one (circumference and
diameter) (arithmetically, the ‘number’ ‘two’). Nothing more. And-or. Less.

Meaning, the diagram, above (and below), explains (unifies) (and, also, unitizes) everything. Boils down
to 50–50. Half-of-everything is everything. You already know this. I can’t tell you anything you don’t
already know (mind is universal, joins everything together, forces everything apart) (pi controls
reality)(escapes, and produces, time).
In simpler terms, you can’t have zero without one (and vice versa). Again, proving 50–50 is the constant
and the norm (a two-state system is embedded in (and responsible for) everything). Why you have to use
the ‘diagram,’ if you want to understand ‘reality’ (Nature in general).

0 and 1 (0 or 1)

Reality
So, this means an asset is a liablity, and, always, vice versa. Meaning 50–50 is the constant and the norm.
Meaning, 50–50 everything is the ‘shortcut’ that explains everything. So. any (and-or every) person can
take any ‘position’ on anything (and-or everything), and, more importantly, change (or switch) that
‘position’ at will. Because any ‘position’ automatically makes the ‘opposing’ position ‘real.’

Zero is one. Circumference is diameter. Complementary ‘position’.

The diagram above proves reality is circular, and, at the same time, linear (meaning, whether you
understand it or not (and, whether you think it is ‘elegant’ to say so, or not), linear is circular, and, always,
vice versa). Because everything is connected to, and, also separated from, (relative to) everything else by
a line, diameter, and circumference, of a circle. (The diagram is Nature’s experience (perspective)
(perception) (picture) of, what a human labels, and experiences as, ‘reality.’)
Any symbol, any ‘word,’ as an example, articulates the conservation of a circle, literally, and, of course,
figuratively) (literal and figurative (any X and Y) articulate, and must conserve, a circle). Meaning, from
Nature’s point of view (and yours, then, as well) any symbol (any unit) articulates a circle, the diagram(s)
above. In arithmetic, the number (‘one’ is, always,) ‘two.’
To simplify, one plus one is one. Technically, (symbolized as) the number ‘two.’
This is because a ‘unit’ (any size, speed, location) is the conservation of a circle. Also known, in today’s
reality, as a ‘qubit’ (intelligent autonomy). Superposition(al) reality. Background-foreground ‘state.’
Universal system architecture. The diagram is ‘constant.’ The words (letters and numbers) (symbols in
general) are variable(s).

One and Two (One or Two)

Universal System Architecture

Thus, Conservation of the Circle is (easily observed, and identified, as) the core (only) dynamic in
(explaining everything a human could possibly ask about, may want to ‘know’ about) Nature. (Explaining
the ‘redundancy’ and fungibility in this article.) And, most important, the motivation for reality (Nature in
general).

Conservation of the Circle
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